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QUESTION 1

A company wants to identify underutilized instances for Amazon EX2 and Amazon RDS. The company needs to report
on the cost of all underutilized instances and the utilization metrics for each resource. Which combination of tools and
services will provide this data? (Select TWO.) 

A. Cost Explorer 

B. AWS Cost and Usage Report 

C. AWS Budgets 

D. Amazon CloudWarch 

E. AWS CloudTrail 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

A solution architect is using an AWS CloudFormation template to deploy a three-tier web application. The web
application consist of a web tier and an application that stores and retrieves user data in Amazon DynamoDB tables.
The web and application tiers are hosted on Amazon EC2 instances, and the database tier is not publicly accessible.
The application EC2 instances need to access the Dynamo tables Without exposing API credentials in the template. 

What should the solution architect do to meet the requirements? 

A. Create an IAM role to read the DynamoDB tables. Associate the role with the application instances by referencing an
instance profile. 

B. Create an IAM role that has the required permissions to read and write from the DynamoDB tables. Add the role to
the EC2 instance profile, and associate the instances profile with the application instances. 

C. Use the parameter section in the AWS CloudFormation template to have the user input access and secret keys from
an already-created IAM user that has the required permissions to read and write from the DynamoDB tables. 

D. Create an IAM user in the AWS CloudFormation template that has the required permissions to read and write from
the DynamoDB tables. Use the GetAtt function to retrieve the access secret keys, and pass them to the application
instances through the user data. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is using Amazon RDS for MySQL. The company disaster recovery requirements state that a near real time
replica of the database must be maintained on premises. The company wants the data to be encrypted in transit Which
solution meets these requirements? 

A. Use AWS Database Migration Service (AWS DMS) and AWS Direct Connect to migrate the data from AWS to on
premises. 
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B. Use MySQL replication to replicate from AWS to on premises over an IPsec VPN on top of an AWS Direct Connect
Connection. 

C. Use AWS Data Pipeline to replicate from AWS to on premises over an IPsec VPN on top of an AWS Direct Connect
Connection. 

D. Use the Amazon RDS Multi-Az Feature. Choose on premises as the failover availability zone over an IPsec vpn on
top of an AWS Direct Connect Connection 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An ecommerce company has noticed performance degradation of its Amazon RDS based web application. The
performance degradation is attribute to an increase in the number of read-only SQL queries triggered by business
analysts. A 

solution architect needs to solve the problem with minimal changes to the existing web application. 

What should the solution architect recommend? 

A. Export the data to Amazon DynamoDB and have the business analysts run their queries. 

B. Load the data into Amazon ElasticCache and have the business analysts run their queries. 

C. Create a read replica of the primary database and have the business analysts run their queries. 

D. Copy the data into an Amazon Redshift cluster and have the business analysts run their queries. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A company manages its own Amazon EC2 instances that run MySQL databases. The company is manually managing
replication and scaling as demand increases or decreases. The company needs a new solution that simplifies the
process of adding or removing compute capacity to or from its database tier as needed. The solution also must offer
improved performance, scaling, and durability with minimal effort from operations. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Migrate thee databases to Amazon Aurora Serverless for Aurora MySQL 

B. Migrate tie databases to Amazon Aurora Serverless tor Aurora PostgreSQL 

C. Combine the databases into one larger MySQL database Run the larger database on larger EC2 instances 

D. Create an EC2 Auto Scaling group for the database tier Migrate the existing databases to the new environment. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://aws-quickstart.s3.amazonaws.com/quickstart-drupal/doc/drupal-on-the-aws-cloud.pdf (p.6) 
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